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ABSTRACT 
Although there are recent advancements in the development of messengers, Emails are the most widely used and 

popular messaging system used by the Internet users, which helps them to communicate in a short span of time. 

Security to the Email messages is an important issue as no Internet Standards provides security to the message content. 

The existing system, PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) used to encrypt and decrypt email messages, has a drawback of 

adaptive chosen cipher text attack as it works in CFB encryption mode as used by OpenPGP. To improve the security 

of email messages, a new model is proposed called as “A Secure Mail Application using Steganography and Visual 

Cryptography”. The email message to be transmitted is converted to an image and shares are generated using (2, 2) 

Visual Cryptographic Technique. One of the shares is kept with the server and other is sent to the receiver’s mail box. 

Man in the middle attack is not possible as these shares are transmitted through different medium. At the receiver side, 

two shares are fetched and decrypted to get the image. From this image, the original message is reconstructed. One 

added advantage of the system is that it ensures security of the shares by using AES algorithm, a symmetric key 

encryption method. The use of Image Steganography to construct an image from the message and use of Visual 

Cryptography provides secure email messaging.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION  
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) [4] is a program for encryption and decryption of email messages. It ensures the message 

is not changed en route by providing a encrypted digital signature to identify the sender’s identity. It uses the concept 

of hashing, data compression, symmetric key cryptography and public key cryptography. PGP uses a faster encryption 

algorithm to encrypt the message and then uses the public key to encrypt the session key that was used to encrypt the 

entire message. Both the encrypted message and the session key are sent to the receiver who first uses the receiver’s 

private key to decrypt the session key and then uses that key to decrypt the message. Symmetric encryption in 

OpenPGP is performed using a variant of the standard Cipher Feedback (CFB) Mode for block ciphers. Adaptive 

chosen-cipher text attacks [7] on cryptographic protocols allow an attacker to decrypt a ciphertext C, getting the 

plaintext M, by submitting a series of chosen-ciphertexts C_ _= C to an oracle which returns information on the 

decryption. The ciphertexts can be adaptively chosen so that information on previous decryptions is available before 

the next chosen ciphertext is submitted. The attack on the OpenPGP CFB mode was able to obtain the entire plaintext 

using one oracle query which returned to the attacker the entire decryption of C’[1]. 
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A new model is proposed namely “A Secure Mail Application using Steganography and Visual Cryptography”. In 

this system, the message to be transmitted is converted into a gray scale image using steganography and shares are 

created using (2,2) VCS scheme from the image. The shares are encrypted using AES algorithm to ensure more 

security to shares. Both the shares are transmitted via different medium where one is sent to server and other to the 

receiver mail box. The cipher text is decrypted using the key to get the shares. The server and user shares are overlaid 

to get the gray scale image from which the original message is reconstructed. 

 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II contains the brief description of Image Steganography and 

Visual Cryptography. Section III presents the proposed system. Section IV concludes the paper with the future works. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The exiting email encryption system, PGP has many short comings. It is not secure and safe for email messages. 

Encryption is time consuming with public key cryptography. Man in the middle attack is possible when the data is 

transmitted; the information is fetched from within the network. As the PGP works in special CFB mode of Encryption, 

there is chance of adaptive chosen cipher text attacks where cipher texts are chosen adaptively and interactively before 

and after a challenge. Attacker sends a number of cipher texts to be decrypted, and then uses these results of decryption 

to select subsequent cipher texts. Large size message is the result of using this scheme. 

 

In order to overcome these shortcomings, an e-mail application is proposed based on two security concepts – Image 

Steganography and Visual Cryptography. A Symmetric key cryptography algorithm, AES is used to enhance the 

security of the shares. The proposed system consists of three elements: 

 

1. Steganography image for hiding the email message into the cover image. 

2. Visual Cryptography shares created from the steganography image to ensure security. 

3. Cipher text created as results of implementation of AES algorithm on the shares to enhance share security.  

 

In the proposed system, when the user wants to send an email message, the system creates a gray scale image from 

the email message. Image steganography method is used to embed the email message contents and all the necessary 

details to be sent so that it reaches the intended person. The size of the message can be reduced to 1/5 of the original 

message using this method. The image is converted to shares using (2, 2) VCS scheme. User share is encrypted using 

AES algorithm for the share’s security. Man in the middle attack is not possible as the shares are encrypted and they 

are sent using different transmission medium. One of the shares is sent to server and the other is sent to recipient 

mailbox. 

 

At the receiver side, the cipher texts are decrypted using the key to get the shares. Then shares are decrypted by 

overlaying the server shares with user share to obtain the gray scale image. The original message is reconstructed from 

this image. The proposed workflow of the system is given in Figure 1 as follows. 

 

The different modules of the proposed system are as follows: 
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A. Registration 

B. Login 

C. Image Steganography Modules 

a. Data embedding  

b. Date extraction 

D. Visual Cryptography Modules 

a. Share Creation 

b. Share decryption 

E. Share Security Modules 

a. Share encryption 

b. Share decryption 

 

 

 
a. Sender side process 

 

 
a. Receiver side process 

 

Fig 1. Proposed Design Flow(a) at the sender side (b) at receiver side 
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Registration 

User signs up with the application by providing his details like userid, name, password, contact details etc. Validated 

information is stored in the database. If all data is valid, then registration is successful. 

 

Login 

When the user login to the system, user provides userid and password. Proper validation of data is performed. If 

authentication is valid, then login is successful. 

 

Image Steganography Modules 

The message composed will be converted to a stego image with all necessary information so that message reaches the 

right person. The message is embedded into an image that the user provides. Once it reaches the receiver, the image 

is regenerated from the shares and original message is reconstructed from the image. The most widely used LSB 

substitution method is used [10]. The algorithm to obtain the stego image is as follows. 

 

 
                           

       Fig 2. Image Steganograpghy Module 

 

Visual Cryptography Modules 

This module creates two shares using (2,2)VCS Thresholding scheme. One of the shares is kept with the server and 

other is sent to the mailbox of recipient. Only one with both the shares will be able to decrypt the shares making the 

system secure. Also shares are transmitted via different medium. Once the receiver needs to read the message, the 

shares are decrypted by stacking both the shares to obtain the stego image. The process is shown in the Figure 4 below. 

The image shares are created by taking the white and black pixels.  

 

Accept image and 
message text

Validation of image

Conversion of image and 
text into byte array

Insertion of text byte array 
into image byte array 

Output : Stego image with 
text embedded
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The proposed system implements (2,2) Threshold VCS scheme to create shares. In this scheme, each pixel P in the 

original image is encrypted into two sub pixels called shares. Figure 3 shows the shares of a white pixel and a black 

pixel. The choice of shares for a white and black pixel is randomly determined. Single share doesn’t provide any 

information about original message, since different pixels in the secret image will be encrypted using independent 

random choices. The value of the original pixel P can be determined when the shares are superimposed. If P is a black 

pixel, two black sub pixels are obtained. If it is a white pixel, one black sub pixel and one white sub pixel is obtained.  

 

 
Fig 3. (2,2) VCS Thresholding scheme [2] 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Share Creation Process 

 

 

Accept image and 
message text

Validation of image

Conversion of image and 
text into byte array

Insertion of text byte array 
into image byte array 

Output : Stego image with 
text embedded
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Share Security Modules 

To increase the security of email messages, these modules are introduced. Using the AES algorithm on the shares, the 

system ensures more security of the data. A key is used to encrypt the shares and are also sent along with the mails. 

Keys ciphers used are block ciphers where 128 bit fixed block size is chosen. Key size of 128,192 or 256 bits specifies 

the number of repetitions of transformation rounds that converts the plain text to cipher text. The AES encryption 

process is shown in the Figure 5 below. 

 

Fig 5. AES Encryption process 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The email application is implemented as web server -client application. The emails are sent using standard internet 

protocols. The messages are saved in mail server from where user accesses his mails. Only send and receiving of mail 

texts are focussed. Additional functionalities need to be added to make it similar to existing real world email 

application. A database is used to store the personal details of the users using which validations of users are done 

during logging.  

 

Tab 1. Results of the each Module 

Message  Welcome to JAVA 

Cover Image 
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Output of Image 
Steganography Module 

 
Input to Visual 
Cryptography Module 

 
Output of Visual 
Cryptography Module 

 
User Share 

 
Server Share 
 

Output of Encryption of 
user share 

Encrypted.png
 

Output at the receiver 
side after the reverse 
processes 

Welcome to JAVA 

 

CONCLUSION 
PGP(Pretty Good Privacy) used for securing email messages are subjected to attacks as they work in CFB(cipher Feed 

Back) mode of encryption. A secure mail application is proposed based on three security concepts namely Image 

Steganography, Visual Cryptography and Symmetric Key Cryptography. The email message to be transmitted is 
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converted into a gray scale image using steganography and shares are created using (2,2) VCS scheme from the image. 

The shares are encrypted using AES algorithm to ensure more security to shares. Both the shares are transmitted via 

different medium where one is sent to server and other to the receiver mail box. The cipher text is decrypted using the 

key to get the shares. The server and user shares are overlaid to get the gray scale image from which the original 

message is reconstructed. So the proposed system ensures secure mailing. 

 

Visual Cryptography can be extended to include more shares. Additional functionalities can be added to the system 

so that it will be similar to the existing Email Applications. System can be enhanced so that it is suitable to use in 

mobile environments. Cover images of different extensions can be used. The size of the image and shares can be 

reduced using compression mechanisms.  
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